
E - Eisenhower Tranquility and Crisis 1953 - 61

Reactions to the rise of Communism in Asia and responses to crises in the MIddle East.

Reactions to the rise of Communism in Asia

1. Eisenhower got the USA out of Korea. His next focus was on Vietnam.

2. Eisenhower financed the French in their struggle against the Vietnamese Communists

led by Ho Chi Minh. He stopped short of military aid as he saw the FRench as a lost

cause.

3. Vietnam was divided in 2 at the Geneva conference in 1954. The North would be

Communist, the South non Communist.

4. Eisenhower was worried that the South might fall to the Communists and trigger of a

domino effect and began helping the South Vietnam state under Ngo Dinh Diem. By

1961 he had:

a. Given Diem $7 billion in aid.

b. Sent nearly 1,000 Americans to “advise” Diem on defeating the Communists.

c. Established SEATO (Southeast Asia Treaty Organisation) to protect South

Vietnam.

5. Relations with China (sino) were embittered by the Korean war and over Quemoy and

Matsu, small islands controlled by Taiwan but close to China. Eisenhower resisted military

intervention but hinted at the use of nuclear weapons if necessary. China backed down.

Response to crises in the Middle East

The USA and USSR both sought influence in third world countries.

1. Iran - in 1951 Iran’s democratically elected P.M., Mohammed Mossadegh seized a

British oil company. In 1953 the CIA warned that Iran might turn Communist. In

response Eisenhower used the CIA to carry out a coup which reinstated the pro

American leader of Iran, the Shah (Empereor).

2. Egypt - Eisenhower promised help to build the Aswan Dam. However, this deal

collapsed when Dulles withdrew the offer because the Egyptians had bought weapons

from Communist Czechoslovakia and recognised China. Naser nationalised the Suez

canal to raise money to pay for the dam. Britain and FRance asked Eisenhower to take

military action but he refused. Britain and France, along with help from Israel seized the

Sinai peninsula and the dam in October 1956. Eisenhower pressurised the British and

French into withdrawl for which he received global acclaim.

3. The Middle East in general -

a. Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Jordan and Lebanon bought military equipment from the

USA.

b. The Soviets supplied Syria and Egypt with arms.

c. Israel was loathed by the Arab states.

d. France supplied Israel with arms.



e. Arab nationalism was on the rise. E.g. in 1958 nationalists overthrew the pro -

Western Iraqi monarchy.

f. The pro- Western leader of Lebanon appealed for American aid. Eisenhower

sent troops but there was no need, the regime was secure.


